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5d. PROJECT NUMBER 5e. TASK NUMBER 5f. WORK UNIT NUMBER • Ability to execute a surprise attack;
PERFORMING ORGANIZATION NAME(S) AND ADDRESS(ES)

TO CLIP AN OSPREY'S WINGS
• True OTH assault capability;
• Rapid concentration of forces;
• Extraction of forces;
• High survivability; and to "discuss general strategy on how to support the department's opposition to additional V-22 R&D and procurement funding." In a memorandum summarizing the results of the meeting, the following themes were announced as points to attack the V-22 on in discussions with Congress:
• It is too early to move into production;
• Expense/Cost (Can we afford "nice to have" weapons systems?);
• Lower defense priority/high constituent priority; and " Cheney claims an all-time record as Defense Secretary for canceling or stopping production.
At last count, he said, he has put an end to more than i00 systems..."
Later it goes on to add: "Pentagon officials say the weapons (being terminated) are based on 1970s-era technology and the 1990s should be a 'decade of development, more than of production," '~lbid.
'~ln fact the ASD (LA) memo of 16 Aug 90 (see footnote 2) points out, "The DOD has not openly opposed the V-22 on the issues of capability or reliability." infrastructure required at airports. Also, because of its speed and range, oil platforms could be placed farther off shore: minimizing the environmental impact of potential oil spills.
Remote areas such as those in Alaska would be more accessible, etc.
• The world is still a dangerous place, but conflicts with US involvement will most likely occur at the low end of the conflict continuum.
Therefore, priority should be given to the development of conventional weapons over strategic weapons.
• If we do not build it Europe or Japan will, giving them still another competitive advantage.
In conclusion on the second axiom, the cost/affordability issue needs to be looked at once more. While the issue was long running, complex and multi-sided, in this case "whose" decision prevailed was more important than "which" decision prevailed.
The personalities and abilities of the key participants here were far more important than was the "process" in determining the outcome.
